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Sex and Wine
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Fred Tibbitts Jr. is a global wine consultant based in New York and Bangkok.  He assists some of
the top hotel and restaurant chains in the U.S. and Asia Pacific developing their wine-by-the-
glass programs, leading educational trips to wine producing countries and hosting VIP industry
dinners at New York and across Asia.
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Who Could Ask For Anything More?

Well, generally speaking, that is.... for
nobody can dispute “Maslow's Hierarchy” of
Needs; however, once one has food in one's
stomach, a roof over one's head, sufficient
clothing and one feels safe from common
harm,  the higher needs begin to dominate
one's consciousness.  And sex is usually at
the top of the list or right up there; while a
thirst for good wine must be cultivated.  But
as the old song goes, “How are you going to
keep 'em down on the farm, once they have
seen gay Paris?”  For once one has experi-
enced rather good wine, followed by rather
good sex, it's forever more a combination that
becomes SOP (Standard Operat ing
Procedure) and for very good reason: Be-
cause sex and wine have been locked in
love's passionate embrace since the begin-
ning of time and what the gods hath joined,
let no man put asunder.
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So, what about sex and wine: How does one combine them for the
best possible result?  Ah, but that's the question, is it not?  The answer,
of course, depends on one's personal sexual tastes and fantasies as
well as one's favorite wines.  Let's explore this winning combination and
offer some popular alternatives, depending on one's preferences, both
for the flesh and the grape.  But might I suggest that ahead of digesting
my advice, you pour yourself a generous glass of a favorite wine and
curl-up with your partner of choice?  You see, it's far more entertaining
to experiment as you read, than to ponder such matters without benefit
of an accommodative consort and a generous supply of wine divine.  Is
everybody happy?  Okay, then, let's have some fun.

The carnal pleasures as with the enjoyment of fine wines are more
a process than a series of independent experiences, because the qual-
ity of each new experience is in great part a direct result of the quality of
all preceding such experiences; everything being connected and in ev-
ery way for better or worse.  This being so, for divine results, one should
begin the combining of sex play and premium wine consumption by
agreeing on a wine or wines for every position when you couple your
bodies, minds, spirits and Souls as ONE.

Here is a list of suggested wines for the most common positions in
which many find themselves when lost in the throes and wild abandon
of loves carnal embrace:

Position Suggested Wines

The Missionary Any beginner's sweet red, white or rose

The Canine Quadruped Whatever wines the family doggie prefers

The Leap-frog Most frogs prefer sweet dessert wines

The T-Square Any fortified wines: This is for the bold & daring

The Lotus Pleasant, meditative reds with jasmine on the nose

The Rusty Bike Pump Any magnum of 1985 red Bordeaux

The Wheelbarrow Any magnum of 1979 red Burgundy

The Piledriver Only 1990 vintage Bordeaux First Growths will do

Lap-Sitting Anything from New Zealand

Reverse-Lap Sitting Anything but New Zealand

Stand'n'carry Any bag-in-a-box wine

Kneeling White Zinfandel, white cabernet, white merlot or rose

Okay, so now, being that you have a quick & easy reference chart
to agree on the right wines for you and your partner for most everyday
positions of play, it's all about execution, is it not?  While of course there
are endless books, websites and opportunities for expert instruction with
respect to these matters, I believe that practice is always the best teacher
and more importantly how best to fine-tune each of your erotic tasks
and responsibilities to insure the ultimate and timely release we all seek.
Therefore, once both partners are particularly skilled at his or her part
with respect to each of the above positions, the goal should be for you
both to arrive at the “finish line” simultaneously.  It is far more rewarding
to hear a chorus of shouts, screams, curses of joy and groans of dire
ecstasy, than to listen to one, followed by the other.  And naturally, my
advice to achieve this choreographed exclamation of ecstasy is to
practice, practice, practice.  To be assured of consistent, mutually-pleas-
ing results, I recommend at least two hours practice daily.  Of course, if
you choose to practice less, just be prepared for a less-than-ideal result.
If you choose to consistently practice four to six hours a day, you can
no doubt write the next chapter on “Sex and Wine”. I'd love to continue
the conversation, but it's time for my daily practice.  I am Red Owl, over
& out.




